**Guitars & Cadillacs – Dwight Yokum**
(Key of A, 176 BPM) – Revised (pick-up cues, last chord) 9/14/14

**Intro**  
Gtr: (E)-3X  All: (A)-2X

**V1**  
“Girl you taught me how to hurt real bad...”
(A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A)-2X
(A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A) (A, E-F#-G# pick-up)

**C**  
“Now it’s Guitars & Cadillacs, Hillbilly music...”
(A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A) (A, E-F#-G# pick-up)
(A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A)-2X

**Solo**  
Gtr: (A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A)-2X
Keys/Fiddle: (A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A)-2X

**V2**  
(same)  “Ain’t no glamour in this tinsel land...”

**C**  
(same)  “Now it’s Guitars & Cadillacs, Hillbilly music...”

**Solo**  
Slide Gtr: (A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A)-2X
Keys/Fiddle: (A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A) (A, E-F#-G# pick-up)

**C/End**  
“Now it’s Guitars & Cadillacs, Hillbilly music...”
(A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A) (A, E-F#-G# pick-up)
(A)-2X  (E)-4X  (A) (A, A-G#-F# walk down)
“It’s the only thing that keeps me hanging on”
(E)-2X  (A) (A, A-G#-F# walk down)
“It’s the only thing that keeps me hanging on”
(E)-2X  (A)-3X  (A)